What do you mean...Idiom?—Assessment

**Directions:** Read the idioms below and write the meaning in the line next to the idiom.

1. Speak your mind - ____________________________________________
2. Out of the blue - ____________________________________________
3. Knocked off your high horse - _________________________________
4. Have a change of heart - ______________________________________
5. A grey area - _______________________________________________
6. Let the cat out of the bag - ____________________________________
7. For the birds - ______________________________________________
8. See eye to eye - _____________________________________________
9. Be in hot water- ____________________________________________
10. Put a bug in his ear - ________________________________________
11. Giving someone the cold shoulder- ____________________________
12. Cry crocodile tears - _________________________________________
13. Be second to none - _________________________________________
14. Wolf in sheep’s clothing - ____________________________________
15. The icing on the cake - ______________________________________

**Directions:** Create five idioms and explain their literal meanings in the space next to it. Do not use idioms from today’s lesson.

16. ____________________________________ -- _______________________
17. ____________________________________ -- _______________________
18. ____________________________________ -- _______________________
19. ____________________________________ -- _______________________
20. ____________________________________ -- _______________________
What do you mean...Idiom?—Assessment--KEY

**Directions:** Read the idioms below and write the meaning in the line next to the idiom.

1. Speak your mind - **Say how you really feel**
2. Out of the blue - **Without warning**
3. Knocked off your high horse - **Stop thinking you are better than others**
4. Have a change of heart - **Changed your mind**
5. A grey area - **Something that is unclear**
6. Let the cat out of the bag - **Tell a secret**
7. For the birds - **Something that’s not worth**
8. See eye to eye - **To be in agreement**
9. Be in hot water- **Be in trouble**
10. Put a bug in his ear - **Offering a suggestion**
11. Giving someone the cold shoulder- **Ignoring someone**
12. Cry crocodile tears - **To pretend to be upset**
13. Be second to none - **Being the best of the best**
14. Wolf in sheep’s clothing - **A person who pretends to be something that they are not**
15. The icing on the cake - **An add-on that makes something that is already good turn into something great**

**Directions:** Create five idioms and explain their literal meanings in the space next to it. Do not use idioms from today’s lesson. (answers will vary)

16. ________________________________ --  _____________________________________
17. ________________________________ --  _____________________________________
18. ________________________________ --  _____________________________________
19. ________________________________ --  _____________________________________
20. ________________________________ --  _____________________________________